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ON COMPLEX CONFORMAL CONNECTIONS
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§ 0. Introduction.

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold in which a system of
paths is given by

A change of Γ%(=Γίj) which does not change the system of paths is given by

where pt is an arbitrary covector field, and is called a projective change of Γ.
If there exists a covector field pt such that the curvature tensor of Γ% vanishes,
the manifold is said to be projectively flat.

It is well known (Weyl [6]) that the so-called Weyl projective curvature
tensor

is invariant under a projective change of Γ, where Rkji
h is the curvature tensor

of Γ and

and a necessary and sufficient condition for M to be projectively flat is that

Pkji

h=0 for n>2
and

7 * ^ - 7 , ^ ^ = 0 for n=2,

Vfe denoting the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to Γ.
If a Riemannian manifold is projectively flat, then it is of constant sectional

curvature.
A complex analogue of the above is the following. In an almost complex

manifold with structure tensor Fτ

h, an affine connection Γ is called an F-con-
nection if the almost complex structure tensor F is covariantly constant with
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respect to this connection.
In a complex manifold with a symmetric F-connection, we consider a curve

ξ\t) satisfying differential equations

where a(t) and β(t) are certain functions of the parameter t. We call such a
curve a holomorphically planar curve. If two symmetric F-connections Γ and
Γ have all the holomorphically planar curves in common, they are said to be
//-projectively related to each other.

It is known (Ishihara [3], [4]) that two symmetric F-connections Γ and Γ
are //-projectively related to each other when and only when

holds for a certain covector field pu where

We call such a change of Γ an //-projective change of symmetric F-connections.
If there exists a covector field pt such that the curvature tensor of Γ vanishes,
the complex manifold with symmetric F-connection is said to be .//-projectively
flat.

It is also known that the //-projective curvature tensor of a symmetric F-
connection Γ defined by

+Fk

hQJi-FJ

hQki-(Qk,-Qjk)F%

h

is invariant under an //-projective change of symmetric F-connections, where

and

and a necessary and sufficient condition for M (w^4) with a symmetric F-con-
nection to be //-projectively flat is that

kji

If a Kahler manifold is //-projectively flat, then it is of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature.

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric tensor gji9

The change of the metric
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where p is a certain scalar function, does not change the angle between two
vectors at a point and so is called a conformal change of the metric.

If there exists a function p such that the Riemannian manifold with the
metric tensor e2pgjt is locally Euclidean, the Riemannian manifold is said to be
conformally flat.

It is well known (Weyl [6]) that the so-called Weyl conformal curvature
tensor

is invariant under a conformal change of g, where Kkjt

h is the Riemann-Christo-
ffel curvature tensor of M and

c = K+ Kgji'
2(n-l)(n-2)

and a necessary and sufficient condition for M to be conformally fiat is that

kjiCkji

h=Q for n>3
and

^kCji-ljCk^b for n=3,

lk denoting the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to Christoffel
symbols formed with g.

A complex analogue of the above is not yet known. The main purpose of
the present paper is to try to find the complex analogue of the above. It seems
to the author that in the complex analogue a curvature tensor introduced by
Bochner (Bochner [1], Tachibana [5], Yano and Bochner [8]) in a Kahler mani-
fold plays the role of the Weyl conformal curvature tensor in a Riemannian
manifold.

In § 1, we state some of fundamental formulas in Riemannian and Kahlerian
manifolds to fix our notations and in § 2 we study the curvature tensor intro-
duced by Bochner in a Kahler manifold.

In § 3, we introduce what we call complex conformal connections and in § 4
we study the condition for a Kahler manifold to admit a complex conformal
connection whose curvature tensor vanishes.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

We consider an n-dimensional Kahler manifold M covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {U;ξh}, where here and in the sequel the indices
h,i,j,~m run over the range {l,2, ,n} (n^4), and denote by gJt and Fx

h the
components of the Hermitian metric tensor and those of the complex struc-
ture tensor of M respectively.
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We denote by V, the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to

the Christoffel symbols { 7 } formed with gjU then we have
7

(1.1) Vkgjt=0, V * F t

Λ = 0 ,

where Fji=FJ

tgtt and consequently Fji——FlJ,
We denote by

where dk=d/dξk, the components of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor
of M.

It is well known that Kkji

h and Kkjih=Kkji

tgth satisfy

(1.4) Kkjih=Kihk],

(1-5) Kkjifl+Kjikh+Kihjh=0

and

(1.6) "7^,^+7 kKjH

h+\r}Klkτ

Λ=0,

(1.7) VA^V^-V^,

(1.8) 27</f*t=7»/if>

where

Kj^K^K^ and K=g»Kit

are the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of M respectively.
In the Kahler manifold M, from the Ricci identity

Ίtl1F^-l1lhFx

h=Kkjt

hF*-Kkix

tFt",

we have (see, Yano [7], Chapter IV)

(1.9) KtjW-K^Ψ^O,

(1.10) KH

or

(1.11) KH

(1-12) Khj

and

(1.13) K/
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(1.14) K,h+K,Ψ/Ft

h=0,

or

(1.15) KjtFS+KuF^O,

(1.16) KJt-KtaF/F% =0,

where KΪ=Kύig

u.

If we define Ht

h by

(1.17) 2Ht

h=-Kkji

hFk\

where Fk>=gktFt\ (in Yano [7], the Ht

h here is denoted by -Ht

h), then Hih=
HfgtH is given by

(1.18) 2Hih=-KtsihF
ts=-KihtsF

ts.

From (1.5) and (1.18), we find

(1.19) Hih=KtihsF
ts.

We also have, from (1.12) and (1.19),

(1.20) KJ^HJIFS,

(1.21) Hjt^-KjtFS,

(1.22) HtsF
ts=K.

From (1.6) and (1.18), we have

(1.23) V, Hih+V%

and from (1.8) and (1.21)

(1.24) 2VtHι

t=

If the Kahler manifold M has a constant holomorphic sectional curvature k
at each point of the manifold, then we have (Yano [7], Chapter IV)

(1.25) Z^/-^,/--^

and consequently

(1.26) Zkjih=Kkjih—^

where k is an absolute constant. A Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature is an Einstein space:

(1.27)
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§2. Bochner curvature tensor.

We now consider the so-called Bochner curvature tensor (Bochner [1],
Tachibana [5], Yano and Bochner [8]) defined by

(2.1) BkJi

h-.

-2(MkjF%

h+FkjM%

h),

where

/o ON T 1 τr i 1

20+2)0+4)'

(2.3) Mμ=^LjtFτ\

that is,
1 rr , 1

and

(2.5) Lk*

From (2.2) and (2.4), we have, using (1.22),

(2.6) ^

and

(2.7) F J i M =

respectivelly. It will be easily seen that Bkji

h and

(2.8) Bkjih—BkjiSth

+FkhMjί-FjhMkί+MkhFji-MjhFkι

-2(MkjFih+FkjMih)

satisfy

(2.9) Bkjih=—Bjkihf BkJ ih=—BkJ h ι ,

(2.10) Bkjih=BihkJ,

(2.11) Bkjih+Bjίkh+Bikjh=:O,

(2.12) 5^=0,

(2.13) BkJt

hF%'-BhJiΨt

h=0,
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(2.14) B*,«*+£»,,W
t
*=0,

or

(2.15) BWFS-BHUF^O,

(2.16) Btjih-Btjt,FtΨh =0

and

(2.17) BtJt,F
u=Q, Bt3isF

ts=0.

From (2.2), we have

(2.18) 7 J »L, < -7 ί L,, = ^

from which, using (1.8) and (2.6),

(2-19) W =

From (2.4), we have

(2.20) 7 , M , i - 7 , M , i = ^

from which, using (1.24),

(2.21) ^ ' -

On the other hand, we have, from (2.4),

' * * + 2 { n + 2 ] { n + i ) (V.
from which,

or, using

obtained from (1.23),

F*'*t Mj< =-j±4 FM,Hιt-lτHn)+ 2 ( w + 2 )

1

( B + 4 ) f t ' (7 t

or using (1.20),

(2.22) ^7.^=^7,^-7,^,)
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We now compute ltBkμ. From (2.1), we have, using (2.19) and (2.21),

(2.23) 7«f l*, t =7 t K W

But, using (2.22), we have

2 ( w + 2 χ H + 4 )

that is,

(2.24) JV 7 t M ^ - F / V( M«-2(7 ί

+ 2(w+2)(n+4)

Consequently, (2.23) can be written as

7 t β w < =Vt / W

~ 2(n+2Xn+4) ^^

or, by (1.7)

(2.25) 7 tBW i '=-[

++ 2(n+2Xn+4)

(Tachibana [5]).
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§3. Complex conformal connections.

We consider an affine connection in a Kahler manifold M and denote by
Γ% the components of the connection and by Ό3 the operator of covariant dif-
ferentiation with respect to Γ%

We notice first of all that an affine connection which is metric, that is,
which satisfies

(3.1) Dkgji=Q

and whose torsion tensor is a given tensor

(3.2) 1 (ph. />.)—£;..Λ

is uniquely determined and is given by

(3.3) Γk={ji

where

(3.4)

(Hayden [2]).
We consider a conformal change of Hermitian metric

where p is a scalar function and we look for an affine connection such that

(3.6)

and the torsion tensor Sjτ

h is given by

(3.7) V = -

where qh are components of a vector field.
By the remark above, we have, for the components Γ% of this affine con-

nection,

(3.8)

where { ••} are the Christoffel symbols formed with gji=e*pgjt and

Fh

j=ghtFtJ, qi-tfgtx,

or

(3.9) Γk

where
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Pt=diP, Ph=Ptgth

We now compute ΏkFμ and find

DkFμ=Dke*PFμ

=e**l-gkJ(ptF%

t+qι)+gkt(ptFJ

t+qJ)

+Fkj(pi-qtFι

t)-FH(pj-q

Thus, in order that DkFji=Q, we must have

from which, transvecting with gkj, we find

that is, since n^4,

(3.10) qt=-PtFx

ι, Pt

The converse being evident, we have

PROPOSITION 3.1. In a Kdhler manifold with Hermitian metric tensor gjU

and complex structure tensor Fτ

h, the affine connection which satisfies

and
Ph Ph — O p nh

where p is a scalar function and qh is a vector field, is given by

where

Pi=diP , Ph=Ptgth , qi=-ptFt

t, qh=qtg
th .

We call such an affine connection a complex conformal connection.

§ 4. Curvature tensor of a complex conformal connection.

We consider a complex conformal connection

(4.1) Γh

where Pi=dtp, ph—ptg
th, Qi——ptFι

t and qh=qtg
th, P being a scalar function, in

a Kahler manifold and compute the curvature tensor of Γ%:

(4.2) Rkji

hd=kΓ%-djΓ
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By a straightforward computation, we find

(4.3) Rkjih=Kkith-

,-^ίqk)Fι

h-2Fkj{piq
h-qιp

h),

where

(4.4)

(4.5)

consequently

(4.6)

and

(4.7)

Thus if we

(4.8)

then we have

(4.9)

where

(4.10)

(4.11)

Qii = -PμFι

t, pji=qjtFι

t

P>h=Pugth, qk

h=qktg
th.

assume that

+Fk

ΛqJi-F}

hqkt+qt

hFJt-q,hFkt

+ ak}Fι

h+Fk3βi\

βι

h=-2{piq
h-q%ph)

and consequently

(4.12)

From (4.10)

(4.13)

and

(4.14)

From (4.9),

(4.15)

βin=βi

tgtn=2(Piqh-qιPu).

and (4.12), we have respectively

a=F»akj=-2Vtp
t,

β=Fk>βkj=4ptpt.

we have

Kkjih=gkκPji-gjhPkί+Pkhgji-pjhgkι

JrFkhqji-FjhqH+qkhFji-qjhFkι
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+ ak,Fih+FkJβih.

From (1.4) and (4.15), using

(4.16) Pji-Pij=θ,

we find

(4.17) Fkh{qji+ql3)-Fjh(qki+qik)

+(akj—βkj)Fih-FkJ(aih-βih)=O.

Transvecting (4.17) with Fkh, we find

(n-2)(qji+qlJ)=01

and consequently

(4.18) qji+Qtj=09

which can also be written as

(4.19) Pjt

from which

(4.20) Psi

From (4.17) and (4.18), we find

(akj—βkJ)Fih—Fkj(aih—βih)=Q,

from which, by transvection with Fkj,

(a-β)Fih-n(aih-βih)=0,
or

aih-βih=~jj-(a-β)Fih,

or, using (4.13) and (4.14),

(4.21) *ih-βih=-^Γ(Vtp
t+2ptp

t)Fih.

On the other hand, from (4.5), (4.10) and (4.18), we find

(4.22) aj^-tyjt+ptpψji,

from which, using

(4.23) FVq^F'X-pM^pΐ,

we have

(4.24) a=-2pt

t+nptp
t.
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From (4.21) and (4.22), we find

from which, using

(4.25) Pt^tP'+^YptP1,

we find

(4.26) βji=-2qji+-ϊΓ{pt

t+2ptp
t)Fji

Now, from (1.5) and (4.15), we find, using (4.16) and (4.18),

(4.27) 2(Fkh.q}i+Fjhqik+Fίhqi}+qihFjt+qjhFik+qihFk])

+Fkhaji+F}haik

JrFihak]

+βkhF}i+βjhFik+βihFk}=Q.

Substituting (4.22) and (4.26) into (4.27), we obtain

from which

(4.28) 2pt

t+(n+4)ptp
t=0.

In (4.9), we contract with respect to h and k and use (4.6), then we obtain

from which, substituting (4.22) and (4.26),

Kji=npji+pt

tgH-{-2qjt+psp
sFjt)Fz

t

or, using (4.6),

or, using (4.28),

(4.29) KjM

from which

(4.30) K=2(n+2)pt

t.

Substituting
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obtained from (4.30) into (4.29), we find

(4.31) Pji=-Lji,

where Lμ is the tensor defined by (2.2). From (4.31), we find, using (4.6),

(4.32) qμ=-Mμ,

where Mμ is the tensor defined by (2.4).
From (4.22) and (4.32), we find

aμ=2Mμ+ptpΨμ ,

or, using (4.28),

(4.33) aμ=2Mμ-

or, using (4.30),

(4.34) aμ=2Mμ-

From (4.26) and (4.32), we find

βji=2Mμ+^Γ(pt<+2ptp
t)Fμ ,

or, using (4.28),

(4.35) βμ=2Mμ-

or, using (4.30),

(4.36) βji=2MJi'

Substituting (4.31), (4.32), (4.34) and (4.36) into (4.9), we find

+XMkJFι

h+FkjMι

h),

that is,

(4.37) Bkii

h=0.

Thus, we have

THEOREM 4.1. //, in an n-dimensιonal Kdhler manifold (nΞ>4), there exists
a scalar function p such that the complex conformal connection

Γn={fi }+δ$Pi+8ΪPi-gitP
h+F,hqi+Ft

hq/-Fiiq
h,
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where pi—dip, ph=ptg
th, qi=—ptFι

t and qh=qtg
th, is of zero curvature, then the

Bochner curvature tensor of the manifold vanishes.
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